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Abstract On 29–30 October 2013, a low-light video camera installed at Pic du Midi (2877m), recorded
transient luminous events above a very active storm over the Mediterranean Sea. The minimum cloud top
temperature reached �73°C, while its cloud to ground (CG) flash rate exceeded 30 flmin�1. Some sprite
events have long duration and resemble to dancing sprites. We analyze in detail the temporal evolution and
estimated location of two series of sprite sequences, as well as the cloud structure, the lightning activity, the
electric field radiated in a broad range of low frequencies, and the current moment waveform of the lightning
strokes. (i) In each series, successive sprite sequences reflect time and location of corresponding positive
lightning strokes across the stratiform region. (ii) The longer time-delayed (>20ms) sprite elements
correspond to the lower impulsive charge moment changes (iCMC) of the parent strokes (<200 C km),
and they are shifted few tens of kilometers from their SP +CG stroke. However, both short and long
time-delayed sprite elements also occur after strokes that produce a large iCMC and that are followed by a
continuing current. (iii) The long time-delayed sprite elements during the continuing current correspond
to surges in the current moment waveform. They occur sometimes at an altitude apparently lower than
the previous short time-delayed sprite elements, possibly because of changes in the local conductivity.
(iv) The largest and brightest sprite elements produce significant current signatures, visible when their delay
is not too short (~3–5ms).

1. Introduction

Sprites are luminous discharges observed above thunderstorms, and they are classified as one specific type
of transient luminous events (TLE) since the beginning of 1990s when they were incidentally discovered
[Franz et al., 1990]. Thereafter, observational campaigns in the U.S. provided a wealth of information to under-
stand the underlying physical processes [Sentman and Wescott, 1993; Lyons, 1996; Sentman et al., 1995]. The
turn of the millenniummarked the observation of sprites almost anywhere in the world [Vaughan et al., 1992;
Boeck et al., 1994; Fukunishi et al., 1999; Neubert et al., 2001; Su et al., 2002; Pinto et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2008;
Chen et al., 2008].

Sprite discharges span over an altitude range from ~40 to 90 km [Sentman and Wescott, 1993; McHarg et al.,
2002; Soula et al., 2014], and they have various shapes that classifies sprites in several types, e.g., columnar,
carrot, jellyfish, and angel, [Lyons et al., 2003; Williams, 2001; Neubert et al., 2008; Bór, 2013]. Telescopic ima-
ging revealed that sprites have a fine structure of streamers [Gerken et al., 2000], and high-speed camera
recordings showed the development of complex forms in detail [Stanley et al., 1999; Moudry et al., 2003;
Stenbaek-Nielsen and McHarg, 2008; Li and Cummer, 2009; Montanyà et al., 2010; Stenbaek-Nielsen et al.,
2010]. Sprites can also horizontally extend over several tens of kilometers in the form of sprite clusters
[Sentman et al., 1995; Füllekrug et al., 2001; Soula et al., 2014], and they can even occur over more than
~100 km in the form of sequential luminous emissions that are called dancing or jumping sprites [Winckler
et al., 1996; Lyons, 1996; Füllekrug et al., 2013a; Lu et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2015]. These sprite elements that
seem to “dance” above a large area of the storm are still enigmatic according to Lu et al. [2013]. These authors
observed several cases of dancing sprites associated with a single lightning flash and noted that the dancing
sprites could have been produced by distinct strokes of the flash, by a single stroke through a series of current
surges superposed on an intense continuing current, or by both.
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Most of the time, sprites occur above stratiform regions of Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCS), shortly after
parent positive cloud-to-ground (SP + CG) strokes that lower a large amount of charge to the ground
[Boccippio et al., 1995; Lyons, 1996; São Sabbas et al., 2003, 2010; Cummer and Lyons, 2005; Soula et al.,
2009]. The rate of sprite production can reach several hundreds of events for a unique storm activity when
the size and the duration of the storm system are large [Lyons, 1994; São Sabbas et al., 2010]. The necessary
condition for a storm to produce large rates of sprites is a strong charge generation, possibly related to the
convective vigor but also to favorable conditions of charge generation due to large concentrations of aerosol
particles within the troposphere as suggested by Lyons et al. [1998] and São Sabbas et al. [2010].

After the SP+ CG stroke, the sprite discharge develops as a streamer, a result of the strong transient electro-
static field that exceeds the threshold for dielectric breakdown in the middle atmosphere, generally around
70 km [Pasko et al., 1997]. The time delay between the SP+ CG stroke and the sprite ranges from a few milli-
seconds to several tens of milliseconds [Bell et al., 1998; Cummer and Lyons, 2005; van der Velde et al., 2006]. It
depends on the characteristics of the SP +CG stroke, especially in terms of charge moment change (CMC),
impulsive CMC (iCMC), and current waveforms [Soula et al., 2015]. It can reach a few tens of milliseconds after
a long lightning continuing current following the stroke [Cummer and Füllekrug, 2001]. Numerical studies
showed that M-components can play a role in the initiation of sprites, during the continuing current when
it is present [Yashunin et al., 2007; Asano et al., 2009]. Thanks to a triangulation of several sprites and a
three-dimensional mapping of the parent lightning flashes, Lu et al. [2013] showed that short time-delayed
sprites (<20ms) were less horizontally displaced (typically <30 km) from the ground stroke than long
time-delayed sprites. They showed also that for any time delay the sprite elements were in good spatial cor-
respondence with negative stepped leaders detected during the prior 100ms interval.

Most of the SP +CG flashes start close to the convective cores of the storm and horizontally extend into strati-
form region that consists of several layers of alternating charge polarity at different altitudes. These flashes are
supposed to follow trajectories of charged ice particles rearwardof the stormsystem [Carey et al., 2005; Ely et al.,
2008; van der Velde et al., 2010, 2014]. Some of these flashes can be considered as spider lightning [Mazur et al.,
1998; Lang et al., 2004]. According to Mazur et al. [1998], the spider lightning flashes occur in the stratiform
region of decaying storms and produce negative leaders propagating over several tens of kilometers with a
speedof2–4× 105m s�1. Theyalsonoted that the interferometer theyusedcouldnotmap this kindofnegative
leader because several branches develop simultaneously. The spider lightning flashes can have several attach-
ments to the ground, with positive and negative polarity, along their horizontal extent [Lang et al., 2004; Soula
etal., 2010]. Ina recentwork, vanderVelde et al. [2014] analyzed thebidirectionaldevelopmentof severalflashes
associated with sprite production. They identified different modes of propagation of the negative leaders
throughout the thundercloud that areassociatedwithdifferent locationand timingof thepositive +CGstrokes.
Thus, the negative leaders may propagate at various altitudes with different velocities and over various
distances, while generating several multiple + CG strokes. However, SP + CG flashes can also initiate in small
convective cells, where they generally occur in the decaying convective region [van der Velde et al., 2010].

This study investigates a long lifetime storm that produced a large number of sprites, including dancing
sprites that are not well characterized and studied in the scientific literature. Section 2 describes the data
used in the study, section 3 provides the characteristics of the thunderstorm, and section 4 describes the
conditions of sprite production at the scale of the storm and in detail for two series of dancing sprites.
Section 5 discusses the results, and section 6 summarizes the main findings in the conclusions.

2. Data
2.1. Optical Observations

The videos used in this study are recorded with a camera installed at Pic du Midi (42.93°N; 0.14°E; 2877m), as
indicated in Figure 1. This camera can be oriented to the storm with a pan-tilt unit that can be remotely
controlled via the Internet. The camera is a low-light Watec 902H (minimum illumination of 0.0001 lux) with
a field of view (FOV) of 31° and a high-resolution charge-coupled device. It operates in a triggered mode
provided by the UFOCaptureV2 software (http://sonotaco.com/soft/e_index.html#ufocv2, accessed date) to
capture luminous events with brightness above a given threshold. The video imagery obtained has a time
resolution of 25 frames (or 50 interlaced fields) per second, which corresponds to a time resolution of
20ms. The images of the videos are deinterlaced for the analysis. The video camera also records GPS-
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referenced time and inserts the time in each video frame. Table 1 displays the terms we use in the paper in
order to specify the sprite activity at different scales of time. Event specifies sprite occurrence at the scale of a
video that lasts 1 or 2 s. Some videos included several groups of sprite elements; thus, we use sequence for
successive sprite fields following the same lightning stroke (as in Lu et al. [2013]) and series for a group of
sequences that are included in the same video and that are associated to successive strokes that belong
(or not) to the same flash.

Figure 1. (a) Location of the�CG, +CG flashes and SP + CG strokes detected during the storm lifetime. The color indicates the time for every 3 h. (b and c) CTT at 1110
and 1610 UTC, respectively. The CG flashes detected during 10min around the time of the scan are plotted with white crosses and red pluses for �CG and + CG,
respectively.

Table 1. Terminology Used for the Sprite Activity at Several Scales of Time

Term Signification Typical Duration

Period Part of the storm lifetime during which several sprites are detected hour
Event Video including sprite elements second
Sequence Succession of video fields with sprite elements following the same stroke tens of second
Field de-interlaced video frames 20ms
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The azimuth and elevation of the sprite events are determined with the software “Cartes du Ciel”
(SkyCharts) as described in van der Velde [2008]. The principle of the software is to overlay known stars
on an image from the video imagery, stating the date, time, and place of observation. The matching of
the stars with those in the image is manually done and empirically. This method usually works very well
when enough stars are visible. For a sprite event, the azimuths can be determined for each individual
element that constitutes the sprite event. A sprite is usually much wider than the readout of the azimuth,
which varies typically only within ~0.17°. The altitude is estimated by using the elevation and the great
circle distance, assuming that the distance of the sprite is as the same distance between the SP +CG
stroke and the video camera. Thus, the vertical scale in the fields is determined for each sequence of
sprite elements that corresponds to a SP+ CG stroke. This method introduces an error estimated, for
example, between 7 and 8 km when the distance of the sprite from the camera is around 400 km and
the error on the distance is 40 km. The value of 40 km for the displacement of the sprite from the SP
+CG is the average found by São Sabbas et al. [2003]. For short time-delayed sprites (<20ms), this
displacement is usually lower than 30 km according to Lu et al. [2013].

The delay Δt can be only determined as a value interval:

Δt∈ 0 ; te– ts½ � when te > ts > tb

Δt∈ tb–ts; te–ts½ � when tb > ts

tb, te, and ts are the times of the beginning and the end of the first field with sprite luminosity and the time of
the stroke, respectively.

2.2. Lightning Detection

Several location systems monitor the lightning flash activity within the studied area during the period of the
storm analyzed. First, the European lightning detection network operated by European Cooperation for
Lightning Detection (EUCLID) records CG flash characteristics such as the location, polarity, peak current,
and the occurrence times of CG strokes [Soula et al., 2010; Poelman et al., 2016]. The sensors of the network
use both magnetic direction finding (MDF) and time of arrival (TOA) techniques to determine the location of
CG strokes [Cummins and Murphy, 2009]. EUCLID data allow us to identify lightning flashes with a temporal
and spatial resolution of ~0.5 s and ~10 km [Cummins et al., 1998]. However, in this study, both individual
strokes and CG flashes can be used, according to the requirements of the study. The detection efficiency
(DE) of this network is ~90% over land and close to the coastline, but in the present study and according
to the storm location over the Mediterranean, the DE can be lower than 90%.

Second, the Lightning Mapping System XDDE operated by the Meteorological Service of Catalonia allows
monitoring total lightning (IC + CG) activity in Catalonia (northeastern Spain) [Pineda and Montanyà, 2009].
This system is composed of four VAISALA LS8000 and one TLS200 interferometric stations that operate as
a very high frequency (VHF) interferometer from ~110 to 118MHz. Each station determines azimuthal direc-
tions to sections of a lightning leader by analyzing the phase differences between antenna pairs for bursts of
VHF pulse trains. The triangulation of these spherical hyperbolas results in the 2-D locations and occurrence
times of individual VHF sources [Lojou et al., 2009]. The azimuthal precision of the sensors is specified as ~0.5°
RMS. The IC flash algorithm classifies each VHF source as part of an IC stroke or, as an isolated IC source (also
known as “singleton”) [Williams et al., 1999] according to the distance and the time interval separating them.
Each station LS8000 is also equipped with a low-frequency (LF) sensor to detect and locate the return strokes
by using TOA/MDF technique, which enables discrimination between IC and CG flashes. The DE for CG flashes
estimated from previous campaigns can be lower than ~80% for the domain considered in the present study
[Pineda and Montanyà, 2009].

2.3. Broadband EM Emissions and Charge Moment Changes

A system located at University of Bath (51.71°N; 2.32°W; ~1400 km from the storm location) records broad-
band ELF/VLF/LF/MF electromagnetic waves. It consists of a metal plate insulated from the ground to
measure the vertical electric field, a precise GPS clock for timing the data acquisition, and an analogue signal
conditioning and digital data acquisition unit [Füllekrug, 2010]. This instrument has the capability to record
electric field magnitudes in the frequency range from approximately ~4Hz to ~400 kHz with a sampling
frequency of 1MHz, an amplitude resolution of ~35μVm�1, and a timing accuracy of ~10–20 ns.
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The current moment waveforms associated with the CG flashes [Hu et al., 2002; Cummer and Lyons, 2005] are
reconstructed from ELF receiver measurements, by using the method presented in detail byMlynarczyk et al.
[2015]. The ELF recordings are performed by the Hylaty ELF station in Poland [Kulak et al., 2014]. The CMC and
the iCMC for a CG lightning stroke are estimated by integrating the current moment waveform during the
whole variation due to the lightning stroke and during its first 2ms, respectively [Cummer and Lyons, 2005].

2.4. Cloud Structure and Characteristics

We use the Cloud Top Temperatures (CTT) provided by the Meteosat satellite from the European
Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites. The Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)
Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager is based on radiometer data in the thermal infrared band
(IR) at ~11–13μm. The temperature accuracy is generally better than ~1°. We take into account the parallax
error (estimated to be about 15 km for a cloud top at ~12 km at this latitude) for the figures that associate the
locations of CG strokes with their parent clouds.

Observations performed by an AEMET network C-band (5 GHz) radar are used in the study. The radar is
located in the Balearic Island of Mallorca (39.379°N; 2.785°E; emitter altitude ~111m above mean sea level),
and it is operated with a 10min cycle producing polar volumes. The configuration allows the retrieval of
Doppler radial winds and reflectivity (Z) under different modes of representation: (i) the plan position indica-
tor (PPI) that shows the distribution of the selected parameter on a constant elevation angle surface, (ii) con-
stant altitude PPI (CAPPI) that consists in a horizontal “cut” at a selected altitude, generally used for
surveillance and severe storm identification, and (iii) maximum reflectivity that provides an easy-to-interpret
presentation of the echo height and intensity in a single display. This product is calculated by first construct-
ing a series of CAPPIs to span the selectable layer and then determining the maximum data value for the hor-
izontal projection. It is especially useful for depicting areas of severe weather.

3. Storm Development and CG Lightning Activity

On 29 October 2013, a deep low of pressure systemwith a minimum at 975 hPa located over northern Europe
creates a trough in altitude over France and north of Spain and organized a southeasterly flow that carries
unstable air over northern Spain and the Mediterranean Sea. A convective available potential energy value
of ~1500 J kg�1 is reported from a sounding in Mallorca, Balearic Islands (39.606°N, 2.707°E), on 29 October
at 0000UT. Romero et al. [2015] analyzed in detail the conditions of development of the storm from observa-
tional to numerically simulated products. They showed that the convection starts end of morning, entirely
over the sea between the northeastern coastline of Spain and the Balearic Islands in the Mediterranean
Sea, resulting from a progressive upper level trough and the simultaneous advance of a surface cold front.
The storm organized as a linear structure corresponding to a squall line moves very fast over the Balearic
Islands territory and more to the east at the end of the day with an indication of a possible transition into
a bow-echo structure.

Figure 1a shows the lightning activity produced by this storm during its eastward propagation, with the
location of two types of CG flashes (�CG and+CG) and the SP+ CG strokes detected between 1000UTC
on 29 October and 0400UTC on 30 October, separated in six time windows of 3 h. Figures 1b and 1c
displays the distribution of CTT at 1110 and 1610UTC, respectively, that are the times of scanning of
the area by the infrared radiometer (10.5/12.5μm) on board the MSG satellite. The CG lightning flashes
detected by EUCLID during 10min around the time of the scan are superimposed in this figure with white
cross for –CG and red plus for + CG. The convective system propagates eastward with an average velocity
of ~40 kmh�1. Figures 1b and 1c shows the growth of the cloud system simultaneously to its propagation
during the first 6 h of lightning activity. The coldest CTTs are �68°C and �73°C at 1110 and 1610UTC,
respectively. The majority of CG flashes are located in a restricted area that corresponds to the coldest
CTT values, most likely related to the convective core of the storm. Some+CG flashes are scattered in
the cloud structure when the storm system grows significantly in size. The thundercloud encompasses
~350 km×350 km at 1610UT, and its propagation velocity is estimated at ~30 kmh�1 for this first period
of the storm activity.

Figure 2 displays the time series of the �CG and+CG flash rates, Tm the minimum of the CTT, A(�40) and A
(�65) the areas of the cloud top with a temperature<�40°C and<�65°C, respectively, to estimate the
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cloud size and the size of themost convective regions. This evolution exhibits several features that allow us to
distinguish four phases. First, between 1100 and ~1300UTC the CG flash rate increases rapidly and reaches
values around 15–20 flmin�1, Tm, and A(�40) slowly increases, while A(�65) remains low. Second,
between ~1300 and ~1600UTC, Tm decreases up to its lowest value of �73°C, the CG flash rate increases
continuously (especially the �CG), A(�40) increases more slowly, and A(�65) increases markedly to reach
its maximum at 1545UTC. Then, between ~1600 and ~2000UTC, the CG flash continues to increase and
stabilizes around 25–30 flmin�1, A(�40) increases very slowly and reaches its maximum value of
~140,000 km2 at 1945UTC, Tm becomes less cold, A(�65) fluctuates before to tend to zero at ~2000UTC.
After 2000UTC the CG flash rate decreases, Tm increases, A(�65) stays close to zero, while A(�40)
decreases definitively. Thus, the storm has a faster growth during the first hours of its lifetime, while the
strongest convection characterized by A(�65) occurs between ~1300 and 2000UTC.

4. Sprite Observation
4.1. Overall Storm Activity

During the night between 1730UTC and 0300UTC, a large number of videos including sprite events are
recorded by the camera located at Pic du Midi. During a first period between 1745UTC and 1845UTC when
the storm centers at a longitude of ~4°E, the video imagery provides 22 videos, a video each 2.45min on aver-
age. Some of these videos include several sprite elements associated with distinct SP + CG strokes, which
enables a determination of ~32 stroke/sprite pairs during this first period. The reduced visibility at Pic du
Midi because of cloudy conditions did not allow performing observations between 1842UTC and
2130UTC. A second period of sprite observations that starts at 2130UTC provides 80 videos of sprite emis-
sions above the same storm system, until 0240UTC during its eastward displacement. The rate of sprite
videos is especially high between 2200 and 2300UTC with 38 detected sprites during about 1 h, i.e., one
sprite each 1.5min. During this period, multiple sprite events are observed, with ~90 stroke/sprite pairs.
Figure 1a displays the location of the SP+ CG strokes detected by the lightning detection system EUCLID.
The location clearly shows the two distinct periods of sprite observations and even though the second period
is longer, the SP+ CG strokes appear distributed on a smaller area.

We performed a detailed analysis of the lightning activity associated with two cases of sprite events, each
one including several sequences of dancing sprites, issued from the first period of observation. During
this period, the convective system was relatively close to our observational capabilities, i.e., the

Figure 2. Time series of rates of the CG flash (white histogram for �CG, grey histogram for + CG), minimum value of the
cloud top temperature Tm (solid line), and areas with CTT<�40°C A(�40) (dashed line) and A(�65) (line with dots). The
scale for the areas is in 104 km2 and A(�65) values are multiplied by 10. The periods indicated with arrows correspond to
observation of sprite events between 1749 and 1841 UTC, between 2130 and 0239 UTC, and presence of cloud at the Pic du
Midi site between 1841 and 2130 UTC.
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lightning detection systems, the radar, and the video camera. Figure 3 displays the CTT during two scans
of Meteosat at 1810UTC and 1825UTC, two types of CG flash with white crosses and small red pluses for
�CG and+CG, respectively, and the SP+ CG strokes with large red pluses, all detected during 10min
around the scan time. The figure also displays the maximum radar reflectivity within the cloud system
at 1810UTC (c) and at 1820UTC (d), detected with the radar in Mallorca. The cloud system is growing
during the period of both scans, and the coldest temperature is about �71°C. Most CG flashes occur in
a small south-north elongated region of the cloud system corresponding to the coldest CTTs. This
region is located between ~4.5°E and 5°E of longitude and between ~38°E and 39.5°E of latitude. The
+CG flashes mainly occur in three groups, while the �CG flashes seem to be more uniformly
distributed. The maximum radar reflectivity shows three cores of high reflectivity within the convective
line with values between ~54 and 60 dBZ. The three cores correspond very well to areas with high
negative and positive flash rates (Figures 3a and 3b). The SP +CG strokes are much more scattered
than other CG flashes in the storm system. Indeed, out of the 21 SP +CG strokes included in both
figures, 20 are far from the coldest part of the cloud top, i.e., up to 150 km for the farthest. The radar
reflectivity map shows that the SP+ CG strokes are located within a region exhibiting the typical
structure of a stratiform region, as observed in many works [Houze et al., 1990; Carey et al., 2005; Ely
et al., 2008; Lang et al., 2010; Soula et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2013]. Indeed, the maximum reflectivity is
~36–42 dBZ with a low horizontal gradient in the main part of the area. Several SP +CG strokes trigger
sprites recorded in a same video as illustrated in more detail in the two following case studies.

Figure 3. CTT at the Meteosat scan times: (a) 1810 UTC and (b) 1825 UTC. The CG flashes (strokes) detected during 10min
centered around the time of the scan are reported with white crosses and small (large) red pluses for �CG and + CG (SP
+ CG), respectively. Maximum radar reflectivity in the same area: (c) at 1810 UTC with SP + CG strokes (red pluses) between
1800 UTC and 1815 UTC and (d) at 1820 UTCwith SP + CG strokes between 1815 UTC and 1830 UTC. The SP + CG strokes are
indicated with red pluses. The colored scale in dBZ for the radar reflectivity is indicated below the graphs.
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Figure 4. Case of the series of sprite sequences at 1803:08. (a) Eight specific fields issued from the video imagery numbered
from F1 that is the first field with sprite luminosity. The altitude is in kilometers. The white line indicates the line of sight of a
sprite element (sometimes the brightest one, sometimes a central one) from the camera also reported in Figure 4b. (b) CTT
at 1810 UTC with different symbols superimposed for the lines of sight reported in each field of Figure 4a, the�CG strokes
(colored small cross), the + CG stroke (red plus), the SP + CG strokes (colored large plus), and the IC strokes (colored circles).
(c) Peak current versus time for �CG strokes (blue cross), +CG strokes (red plus), SP + CG strokes (large and colored plus)
and VHF sources detected by the XDDE (colored dots plotted with an arbitrary current value of 120 kA) versus time for 3 s.
The red curve displays the current waveform on the secondary axis. (d) Electric field radiated in VLF/LF range for the same
period of 3 s (t = 0 corresponds to t = 9.528 s in the graph of Figure 4c) at a resolution of 1ms (upper graph) and 10ms
(lower graph).
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4.2. Case of a Series of Dancing Sprites at 18h03

Figure 4 illustrates the different phases of this multiple luminous event, the simultaneous lightning activity
detected by different systems, and the electromagnetic radiation recorded in various low-frequency ranges.
A graph displays the CTT pattern with the 2-D location of the detections related to the lightning flash and
lines of sight of the sprite elements from the camera. Other graphs display the time series of the optical
events and lightning signals provided by the different instruments described in section 2. The caption of
Figure 4 details the description of each graph. Table 2 provides time, location, current, and discharge charac-
teristics inferred from the signals produced by the luminous events and the associated lightning strokes.

The duration of this series of sprite sequences is ~1.76 s, i.e., 88 fields of 20ms including 38 fields with
sprite luminosity. The sprite event consists of four sequences of continuous light emission, each one with
duration ~120–220ms, i.e., from 6 to 11 fields. Each of these sequences starts after a SP + CG stroke with
a varying delay. Figure 4a displays two fields from each sequence, including the first field of each
sequence. The images show that the horizontal extent of successive sprite elements covers at least
~60% of the FOV of the camera, i.e., ~18.5°. Figure 4b shows the SP+ CG and the lines of sight following
the same northeastward displacement. The lines of sight inferred from the first fields of each sprite
sequence (F1, F33, F62, and F82) match very well with the SP+ CG stroke locations, except the first
one that is clearly shifted. The distance between the first and last SP + CG is ~180 km by using the great
circle path, which gives an idea of the large extent of the lightning process during the 1.76 s long series
of sprite sequences.

During the first sprite sequence that starts with the longest delay ~62–82ms (Table 2), several elements
are produced during ~200ms, and the first one (F1) is found at a distance of ~25 km with respect to
the initial stroke at t= 8.829 s. Simultaneously to the sprite emission in F5, locations of VHF radiation
sources are mapped along the lines of sight in F5 (blue in Figure 4b and upper graph of Figure 4c).
There is a gap of ~0.44 s between the first sprite sequence and the second that starts after a SP +CG
stroke with a peak current of ~34 kA detected at t= 9.528 s. Another gap of ~0.36 s without any recorded
lightning activity precedes the third sprite sequence associated with a SP+ CG stroke of ~79 kA and a
short delay followed by VHF sources (yellow in Figures 4b and 4c). Figure 4b shows that the line of sight
of the brightest element of the sequence matches very well with the SP+ CG stroke and the VHF emis-
sions that follow it. After a gap of ~0.2 s the fourth and shorter sprite sequence starts with a bright ele-
ment after a SP + CG stroke of ~152 kA and simultaneous VHF sources (orange in Figures 4b and 4c).

The 3 s long time series of the optical and lightning records in Figures 4c and 4d shows that the four SP + CG
strokes are identified in the electric field signal and that the larger the peak current, the stronger the radiated
electric field. The current moment waveform (red curve in Figure 4c) shows clearly substantial current after
the SP+ CG strokes, either as a continuing current after the second SP +CG stroke (green symbol) or as a
surge after the other cases of SP + CG strokes, either associated or not associated with VHF sources. Thus,
the continuing current is clearly present and does not drop down to zero between some SP +CG strokes,

Table 2. Characteristics of the Two Series of Sprite Sequences and SP + CG Strokes Associateda

Sprite Event SP + CG Stroke

Time (UTC)

hh:mm t1 (s) t2 (s) dt (ms) Frame Time (s) Distance Camera (km) Peak Current (kA) Δt Sprite (ms) CMC (C km) iCMC (C km)

18:03 8.891 9.091 200 F1–F10 8.829 465 57 62–82 8755 174
9.531 9.751 220 F33–F43 9.528 432 34 3–23 1611 121
10.111 10.311 200 F62–F71 10.123 400 79 0–8 5009 460
10.511 10.631 120 F82–F87 10.516 367 152 0–15 6935 839

18 :08 20.094 20.194 100 F1–F5 20.054 420 26 40–60 - -
20.254 20.494 240 F9–F20 - - - -
20.614 20.894 280 F27–F40 20.626 379 97 0–8 5277 440
20.894 20.934 40 F41–F42 20.899 370 84 0–15 3831 543

aFor the timing of the optical events: t1, t2, and dt are times of beginning and end, and duration of a sprite sequence with continuous luminosity, respectively.
For each SP + CG stroke: time in second, distance to the camera, peak current, time delay Δt between the stroke and the beginning of the sprite sequence, CMC,
and impulsive CMC (iCMC).
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but there is no evidence of continuing current over the whole duration between all SP + CG strokes. These
characteristics will be discussed in more detail in section 5.

4.3. Case of a Series of Dancing Sprites at 18h08

Figure 5 displays the same set of measurements as in Figure 4, but for the second case of series of dancing
sprites. The numerical values of the most important parameters are shown in Table 2. The second case con-
sists of three sequences of continuous light emission spread over ~0.86 s, i.e., 43 fields of 20ms including 33
fields with sprite luminosity. The duration of each sequence ranges from ~100ms to ~320ms, i.e., of 5 to 16
fields. Figure 5a displays one field for each of the two first sequences and six for the third sequence. The first
sequence (F1–F5) starts between ~40 and ~60ms after a SP + CG with a peak current of ~26 kA and a small
increase of the electric field in central graph of Figure 5c (first red arrow). Figure 5b shows that F2 is ~30 km
laterally displaced from the SP+ CG location (light blue color), which coincides with the line of sight of F17.
The second sequence (F9–F20) is longer than the first one but still weakly luminous, and no SP +CG stroke
is detected prior to the sprite. However, a small electric field increase can be seen in central graph of
Figure 5c (second red arrow) at t= 20.250 s, which indicates a lightning signal in the VLF/LF range that corre-
sponds to the beginning of this sprite sequence. The third sprite sequence starts at t=20.614 s, rapidly after a
SP + CG stroke with a peak current of ~97 kA. After this stroke, the luminous sprite emission sustains relatively
bright luminosity levels for ~280ms associated with VHF activity detected in the same area (green color), until
a new SP +CG occurs at 20.899 s. This SP + CG stroke has a peak current of ~84 kA and triggers most of the
luminous sprite elements visible in F40.

Figure 5b shows that the line of sight in F40matches with the SP+ CG stroke (yellow). The horizontal extent of
the successive sprite elements covers ~60% of the FOV of the camera, i.e., ~18.5°. The figure shows that the
SP+ CG and the lines of sight follow again a northeastward displacement. The distance between the first and
last SP +CG is ~91 km. The three SP+ CG strokes are identified in the electric field radiated in the VLF/LF
range shown in both panels of Figure 5d, and the larger the peak current, the stronger the electric field. In
the panel of Figure 5c, the current moment waveform (red curve) shows the discharge current between
SP+CG strokes, in particular, after the second stroke (green color) associated with VHF sources. This
sequence will be analyzed in section 5.

5. Discussion
5.1. Storm Characteristics During the Sprite Production

The storm that produces a large amount of sprites during the night of 29–30 October of 2013 develops in
favorable synoptic conditions early in the day and moves eastward during all the day and a good part of
the night while producing continuously large rates of lightning flashes. The conditions for sprite observation
during the nocturnal period are met during two time intervals; the first interval lasts for only 1 h because of
the arrival of clouds around the camera. During this first period of sprite production, the cloud system is close
to its maximum extent at about 140,000 km2, as inferred from its CTT pattern issued from Meteosat images.
The radar in Mallorca can cover at that time a large part of the storm system. At any moment of its lifetime,
the large concentrations of CG flashes are located in the southern part of the cloud mass.

Figure 6 displays the horizontal distribution of themaximum reflectivity at a close time to the dancing sprites,
i.e., at 1800 and 1810UTC. The reflectivity highlights precipitation structures with convective cells within the
cloud mass that correspond to the strong densities of CG flashes in a south-north oriented line and a large
stratiform region northwest of the convective line. This stratiform region exhibits radar reflectivity lower than
~42 dBZ. Figure 7 displays the storm system with CTT (Figures 7a and 7b) and maximum radar reflectivity
(Figures 7c and 7d), ~2 h and ~1 h earlier (Figures 7a and 7c and Figures 7b and 7d, respectively). It shows
both convective and stratiform regions described above, the first one characterized by a large CG flash den-
sity and maximum values of reflectivity between 54 and 60 dBZ, the second one by very few CG flashes and
maximum reflectivity values of ~42 dBZ. A line of some small cells is visible at 1710UTC in the radar pattern,
southwest from the stratiform region, but these cells do not produce any CG flash at that moment. The SP
+CG strokes are mainly detected within the stratiform region, while very few CG flashes occur in it. Thus, dur-
ing this first sprite period between about 1750 and 1840UTC, the flash rate produced by the whole storm
system is high but that of the storm structure really active for the sprite production is very low.
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Figure 5. As in Figure 4 for the series of sprite sequences at 1808:20. (a) F2 is the second field with sprite luminosity. (d), t = 0 corresponds to t = 20.626 s in the graph
of Figure 4c.
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As illustrated in other studies, the convective region associated with the stratiform region in a sprite-
producing MCS produces a lower flash rate when the sprites are observed [Lang et al., 2010; Soula et al.,
2014; Soula et al., 2015]. However, the correspondence between the convective activity and sprite occur-
rences can depend on the storm morphology as explained by Lang et al. [2010]. These authors considered
two cases of sprite-producing storms and found a good correlation between convective intensity and sprite
production, in a large and symmetric MCS that produced 282 sprites in 4 h, while they observed an anticor-
relation for an asymmetric storm that produced 25 sprites in 2 h. However, in the first case most of SP + CG
strokes were located in the stratiform region despite the strong correlation between convective intensity
and sprite production. As noted by Lyons [2006] the more intense the storm system, the higher the sprite
occurrence rate. In our case, the storm system produces a very high sprite rate between 2200 and
2300UTC with 38 sprite videos, while the CG lightning flash rate decreases, the minimum CTT increases,
and the spatial extent of the whole storm system decreases. This period corresponds to the behavior pointed
by Lang et al. [2010] for the second example of storm. On the contrary, during the first period of sprite pro-
duction (1748UTC–1842UTC), the convective intensity is high with CTT lower than �40°C because of a
region of the storm, independent of the stratiform region concerned by the sprite production, as illustrated
in Figure 3. This period corresponds to the first storm described by Lang et al. [2010].

5.2. Lightning/Sprite Timing and Location

In both cases of dancing sprites series, a similar behavior is observed. The sprite event starts with a SP+ CG
stroke that triggers several sprite elements propagating northeastward and followed by new pairs SP + CG
stroke/sprite elements that also propagate northeastward. The simultaneous propagation of both events,
the SP+ CG stroke and the sprite elements, is observed across the stratiform region. Indeed, Figure 6 indi-
cates the locations of the SP+ CG strokes relative to the precipitation detected by the radar. In both cases,
the dual discharge phenomenon (stroke/sprite) crosses the stratiform region, from a convective region with
small convective cells, up to the opposite end of the storm system. It seems that this progression of the dis-
charge processes follows a pattern, i.e., the initial discharge is close to the region of the storm where convec-
tive cells are located, and subsequently, the leader processes propagate to the stratiform region as shown by
VHF sources detected by the XDDE.

Similar observations were made in several studies based on Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) detections [Lang
et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2013; van der Velde et al., 2014; Soula et al., 2015]. However, in both series of dancing
sprites reported here, VHF sources are not continuously detected between the areas where the SP+ CG
strokes are located or between the lines of sight where the sprite elements are observed. We have to keep

Figure 6. Maximum radar reflectivity with the lightning activity, SP + CG strokes (white pluses), VHF sources (red dots), and
�CG strokes (white dots) associated with both case studies of dancing sprite: (a) at 1803 UTC and (b) at 1810 UTC. The
colored scale in dBZ is indicated below the graphs.
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in mind that the XDDE interferometer does not map leaders as the LMA does. Mazur et al. [1997] compared
data from two systems that detected VHF radiations produced by storms in Florida. One of the systems, the
LDAR that uses the TOA technique, showed continuity in time and a three-dimensional structure of radiation
sources. On the contrary, the data from an interferometric system equivalent to the XDDE were more
intermittent in time and had a two dimensional structure. In the present study, the extension and the
duration (up to ~180 km and 1.76 s, respectively, for the sprite event at 1803UTC) of the lightning
processes associated with both sprite events seem consistent with the three cases of spider lightning
flashes described by Mazur et al. [1998]. Indeed, according to this description, they occurred in the
stratiform region of decaying storms and consisted of negative leaders propagating over several tens of
kilometers with a speed of 2–4 × 105m s�1. Furthermore, one of them lasted for 2.4 s. According to these
authors, the interferometer cannot map this kind of negative leader when several branches develop
simultaneously which could explain the discontinuity of the VHF source production in the present cases. In
both cases of multiple-sequence dancing sprites, the most luminous elements occur at the end of the event,
i.e., when the SP +CG is far from the convective region.

5.3. Lightning Stroke Current and Sprite Relationships

According to Table 2, each sprite sequence starts with a delay significantly larger than 40ms (>62ms for one
and >40ms for the other) that can be considered as a long time delayed [Lu et al., 2013]. Furthermore, the
first sprite elements of each event are seen to be more shifted from the SP+ CG stroke, than the following
elements. As indicated by Lu et al. [2013] we observe that the long time-delayed sprites are more significantly
displaced from the parent stroke. The iCMC of the lightning stroke at the origin of the first sprite sequence at
1803 UTC has a value as low as 174 C km. The iCMC of the first SP + CG stroke for the second sprite sequence
at 1808UTC cannot be calculated. For the successive sprite emissions in each sequence a common behavior

Figure 7. (a and b) Maximum radar reflectivity at two times of the cloud system at 1610 UTC and 1710 UTC. The scale in dBZ
is indicated in Figure 6. (c and d) CTT at the Meteosat scan times at 1610 UTC and 1825 UTC. The CG flashes detected during
10min centered around the time of the scan are reported with white crosses and red pluses for�CG and + CG, respectively.
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appears, i.e., the shorter delays (<15ms) correspond to the larger values of the iCMC (>400 C km). The same
observation was reported in Lu et al. [2013] from a set of 26 flashes producing sprites above an asymmetric
MCS. In addition, the larger values of iCMC produce the brightest sprite elements, typically in fields F82 and
F41 for the sprites at 1803 and 1808UTC, respectively. This finding is similar to that in Soula et al. [2015] for

Figure 8. (a) Left: current moment waveform (upper graph) and charge moment change (lower graph) for a period of 600ms during the dancing sprite event at
1803 UTC (t = 0 corresponds to 1803:8.829 s). Right: four fields from the video imagery with sprite elements at times marked in the graphs (one field is 20ms).
The altitude is in kilometers. (b) Same as Figure 8a for another period of 600ms (t = 0 corresponds to 1803:10.516 s). The arrows in the fields show the caps (c and c’)
and the bodies (b and b’) for short (c and b) and long (c’ and b’) time-delayed sprite elements. The scale altitude is determined according to the conditions explained
in section 2.1.
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several triangulated sprites in southeastern France, insofar as the long delayed sprites are produced after a
positive stroke with a low value of iCMC.

The brightest sprite elements (F82 and F41) correspond also to large CMC values for the SP+ CG strokes,
6935 C km and 5277 C km, respectively, as indicated in Table 2. As in Yaniv et al. [2014], the brightness is cor-
related with the CMC value of the parent stroke. However, in the present case, the first sprite element for the
case at 1803UTC is produced with a long delay after a SP +CG stroke with a very large value of CMC
(~5000 C km calculated over ~60ms after the stroke which corresponds to the first field with sprite luminosity
F1) as shown in Figure 8a. Indeed, the panel with the current moment waveform shows a current pulse at
1803:8.829UTC (t= 0 in Figure 8a), i.e., ~60ms before F1. According to the current moment waveform, the
discharge continues during a few tens of milliseconds that may correspond to a lightning continuing current.
An increase of current starts at 1803:8.829UTC (t= 100ms in Figure 8a), lasts a few tens of milliseconds and
corresponds to the fields F3, F4, and F5 with new sprite elements with the shape of carrot sprites and more
and more displaced from the SP+CG stroke. Thus, the current produced can be due to lightning processes
that sufficiently discharges the cloud to produce new sprite elements, especially as VHF sources are detected
by the XDDE system along the line of sight of F5 as indicated in Figures 4b and 4c. It could be also pro-
duced by the sprite itself, but it seems more consistent with a current waveform due to M components
superimposed to a long continuing current, as observed by Lu et al. [2013] for a dancing sprite. This obser-
vation is quite consistent with the study by Li et al. [2008] about delayed sprites and the numerical study by
Yashunin et al. [2007]. Li et al. [2008] showed that 46% of the sprite elements were triggered with a delay
larger than 10 ms after the SP + CG strokes and associated with a substantial continuing current. They
found that an intensification of the continuing current could play a major role in the sprite triggering
and that the sferic burst simultaneously recorded is another consequence of the current intensification.
By using a model to estimate electrical perturbations above the cloud due to an M component superim-
posed on continuing current, Yashunin et al. [2007] concluded that M components can initiate transient
luminous events and can be considered as primary producers of so-called delayed sprites. Furthermore,
they found larger displacements for these sprites.

Figure 9. Same as Figure 8 for a period of 500ms during the dancing sprite event at 1808 UTC (t = 0 corresponds to 1808:20.626 s).
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Figure 8b displays the current moment waveform and the CMC for another period of ~600ms during the
sprite series at 1803UTC. In this case, the bright sprite element (F82) is produced with a short delay after
the stroke at 1803:10.516UTC (t= 0 in Figure 8b). The current pulse of this stroke is followed by a current sig-
nature 100ms long that may correspond to a continuing current and that includes a current pulse ~60ms
after that stroke and a new sprite element is detected in F85 in the form of a carrot sprite that is still bright
in F86. In this case, no VHF source is detected by the XDDE system after the stroke, but we can infer that the
current intensification is due to a M component superimposed to the continuing current that triggers the
sprite elements in F85–F86. We cannot exclude that the sprite itself makes a contribution to the current sig-
nature. By comparing the sprite elements in F85 to those visible in F82, their structure seems vertically differ-
ent. Actually, at the location of two bright bodies of sprite elements at about 70 and 75 km in F82–F84 (b1 and
b2 in Figure 8b), the new sprite elements in F85 and F86 exhibit a diffuse cap (c’1 and c’2, respectively), while
they have a greater vertical extension and at a lower altitude, 60–65 km (b’1) and 55–65 km (b’2), respectively.
Thus, several characteristics of these new carrot sprite elements in F85–F86—their simultaneity with the cur-
rent surge during the continuing current following the SP+ CG stroke and their common lines of sight with
sprite elements issued from the first and bright elements following the SP+ CG stroke (t= 0 in Figure 8b)—
suggest an initiation favored by the local change of the conductivity due to the initial sprite elements.
Since these new sprites correspond to carrot elements, their extension at lower altitude is consistent with
the observations by van der Velde [2008] and Stenbaek-Nielsen et al. [2010] that show carrots start at a lower
altitude and develop upward streamers from the body for 10–15 km. This assumption is supported by the
horizontal alignment of the upper part of initial and new sprite elements. The initial elements indicated by
the arrows in Figure 8b (b1 and b2) last for several fields (F82–F84) and probably maintain favorable condi-
tions for the development of new discharges during the same time interval. The discharge process indicated
by the current surge during the continuing current can reinforce the electric field and trigger new streamers.
However, because the sprite elements are not triangulated, we cannot conclude definitively that the different
streamers correspond to the same region. Thus, as in Li et al. [2008], we observe an altitude a few kilometers
lower for the delayed sprites, triggered a few tens of milliseconds after previous sprites.

Figure 9 displays the current moment waveform and the CMC for another case of sprite with a long light
emission after a SP +CG stroke at 1808:20.626UTC. Six fields out of nine over a period of 180ms show the
light emission. After the field associated with the SP+ CG stroke (F27), two other fields exhibit re-enforced
light (F30 and F35) and correspond each one with an increase of the current moment waveform, at about
t=50ms and t= 150ms after 1808:20.626UTC. No lightning stroke was detected by the different systems,
between F27 and F35 (180ms), as indicated in Figure 5. However, the XDDE system recorded VHF activity,
especially during the first 50ms after 1808:20.626UTC and more sporadically up to 1808:20.899UTC, when
a new SP+CG stroke triggers the brightest sprite of the event. Likewise for this case, both current moment
waveform and light emission correlate very well. The delayed sprite elements in F35 appear clearly at a lower
altitude compared to the previous sprite elements in F27 and in F30. Indeed, the bright body of the sprite

Figure 10. Electric field radiated in ELF/VLF/LF range (for upper/central/lower graphs) versus time during 120ms. (a) Case of the dancing sprite event at 1803 UTC
(t = 5ms corresponds to 1803:10.123). (b) Case of the dancing sprite event at 1808 UTC (t = 5ms corresponds to 1808:20.899).
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elements appear successively at altitudes around 70 km in F27, between 60 and 70 km in F30 and between 50
and 60 km in F35. This observation also illustrates the observation made by Li et al. [2008]. Recent theories
suggest that mesospheric irregularities might be a necessary condition for the initiation of sprite streamers
[Liu et al., 2012; Kosar et al., 2012; Qin et al., 2014] and that the sprite streamers can produce low-frequency
electromagnetic radiation [Qin et al., 2012; Füllekrug et al., 2013b]. Our observations of delayed sprites
associated to current surges during the continuing current and following initial sprite elements can
support this theory.

5.4. Sprite Current Signature

Previous studies reported pulse-shaped current signature related to sprites, in particular, when they are very
bright [Cummer et al., 1998; Füllekrug et al., 2001; Hu et al., 2007; Soula et al., 2014; Mlynarczyk et al., 2015].
Figure 10 displays the electric field radiated in ELF/VLF/LF (upper/central/lower graphs) during 120ms,
25ms before, and 95ms after the SP +CG in both cases of series of dancing sprites: (a) at 1803:10.123UTC
that corresponds to the brightest sprite element in F62 of Figure 4a and (b) at 1808:20.899UTC that

Figure 11. A detailed view of the current moment waveform for three cases of lightning strokes selected from Figures 4c
and 5c: (a) t = 0 corresponds to 1803:10.123 UTC, (b) t = 0 corresponds to 1803:10.516 UTC, and (c) t = 0 corresponds to
1808:20.899 UTC.
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corresponds to the brightest sprite element in F40 of Figure 5a. Current signatures are visible in the upper
graph of Figures 10a and 10b, a few milliseconds after the ELF pulses produced by the SP+ CG return strokes,
that corresponds to t= 5ms in the graphs (t=10.123 s and t=20.899 s, respectively). The time intervals
between the SP+ CG pulse and this current pulse are consistent with the values of Δt issued from Table 1
for both cases, since they are included within [0–8ms] and [0–15ms], respectively. These current pulses
observed in ELF range only, similar to the signatures shown in Cummer et al. [1998] and Soula et al. [2014] with
a short duration of about ~2–3ms, can be attributed to sprites. They can also last longer times as observed,
for example, in Mlynarczyk et al. [2015] and Füllekrug et al. [2001] with a few tens of milliseconds. Figure 11
displays three cases of current moment change for three SP+ CG strokes, each associated with a bright
and short time-delayed sprite. We can clearly distinguish the sprite current in Figure 11c, less clearly in
Figure 11a and not at all in Figure 11b. It seems that the impulsive current from the sprite itself can overlap
with the current from the parent stroke if the delay after the trigger is very short (<2ms) such that the sprite
current remains obscured.

6. Conclusion

We consider data relative to different aspects of the activity of a storm that produced a large number of sprite
events, especially to analyze two series of sprite sequences that strongly resemble to dancing sprites. The
data set includes optical emissions recorded by a low-light video camera, characteristics of the CG strokes
(time, location, peak current, CMC calculated from ELF signals, and current moment waveform), VHF radia-
tions relative to the lightning flashes, electric field radiated by lightning flashes in a large band of low fre-
quencies, CTT issued from the radiometer on board the MSG satellite, and fields of the maximum radar
reflectivity. The storm starts at the end of the morning over Mediterranean Sea close to northeastern
Spanish coastline then moves eastward during its lifetime estimated at ~18 h. The CG lightning flash rate
of this storm reaches more than 30 flmin�1, while the CTT reaches a minimum value of �73°C at
~1600UTC. The size of this storm system reaches 140,000 km2 by considering the region with a
CTT<�40°C. We analyze in detail the complex structure of the storm and the lightning activity associated
with sprites recorded during a first period of production at the beginning of the night. At that moment,
the region of the storm involved in the sprite production is around 400 km from the camera that records
several sprite events including dancing sprites. We analyze in detail two series of successive sequences of
dancing sprites, one of both with a duration of 1.74 s.

Several results can be put forward from this case study: (i) The first period of sprite production is clearly asso-
ciated with a region of the storm system characterized by a stratiform structure and a very low CG lightning
flash rate. (ii) For each series of dancing sprites analyzed, the luminous emissions repeat the timing and the
location of several lightning strokes spread along the stratiform region of the storm. (iii) The brightest sprite
elements produce significant current signatures a few milliseconds (<5ms) after the parent stroke, visible if
the delay is not too short. (iv) Long time-delayed sprite elements correspond to low values of iCMC of the
parent strokes and most of time they are associated with surges in the current moment waveform during
the continuing current. (v) Several of these long time-delayed sprite elements trigger after a previous short
time-delayed sprite and apparently at a lower altitude.
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